The effects of translational, figure-eight and double-figure-eight flapping trajectories on the dragonfly aerodynamics were numerically studied by solving the Navier-Stokes equations. There is a common characteristic regarding the lift/drag force coefficients that the downstroke flapping provides the lift forces while the upstroke flapping creates the thrust forces for different flapping trajectories. The maximum lift force coefficient exceeds five for the translational trajectory. It is greater than six for the figure-eight and double-figure-eight flapping trajectories, which is sufficiently larger than unity under the steady state flight condition. The ellipse and double-figure-eight flapping trajectories yield the decrease of the lift force, while the figure-eight flapping trajectory yields higher lift force as well as the thrust force than the translational flapping one. During the insect flight, the wing flapping status should be changed instantaneously to satisfy various requirements. Study of the flapping trajectories on the insect aerodynamics is helpful for the design of the Micro-air-vehicles (MAVs).
Insects cannot provide enough lift force to keep them afloat according to the conventional aerodynamics. But in fact they can not only perform the free flight, but also perform the maneuver activities such as fast take-off, suspending, back flight, etc. Detecting the insect flight secret is important for the design of the micro air vehicles (MAVs) .
Early studies on the insect flight aerodynamics were focused on the experiments. The flow visualization using PIV technique [1, 2] is a successful method to identify the flow field and the composition of the thrust forces, but cannot capture the details of the aerodynamics for each insect wing. The mechanical wings or airfoils were fabricated to perform the dynamic simulation measurements based on the similarity principle to obtain the instantaneous insect kinematics [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Some high lift production mechanisms, including the delayed stall (or named leading-edge vortex attachment), the pitching vortices and the trail-edge capture, are identified.
With the development of the numerical method, the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has become an effective tool for studying the insect unsteady aerodynamics. The effect of the airfoil flow on the lift force production [8] , the high lift production mechanism of the two-dimensional suspension of the dragonfly [9, 10] , the flight kinematics with interactions of the fore and aft wings of dragonflies [11] , the unsteady flight aerodynamics of the fruit fly [12] , were successfully simulated. Some high lift production mechanisms were identified through comparisons of the numerical results with the experimental measurements. Besides, the effect of the flexible wing deformation on the insect flight aerodynamics has been studied using CFD simulations in recent years [13] . The most available studies were performed with the translational trajectories of the wing flapping. However, most insects perform the flight activities with the horizontal deviation motion (not the translational flapping motion). In order to understand the effect of the horizontal deviation motion on the insect aerodynamics, we computed the lift/drag forces for several flapping trajectories (the translational, ellipse and figure-eight flapping trajectories).
Refs. [14] [15] [16] reported the detailed flapping trajectories (the ellipse, translational and figure-eight flapping motion) for the bonded or free flight insects. But they did not describe the effects of these flapping trajectories on the aerodynamics. Wang [17] suggested to give the quantitative comparisons among different flapping trajectories. Sane and Dickinson [6] used the magnetic stepping motor to control the flapping trajectories of the mechanical wing and measured the lift/drag forces for the ellipse and figure-eight flapping trajectories. But large differences exist between the measurements and the numerical simulations. They concluded that this is because the quasi-steady model cannot describe the figure-eight flapping motion. To the authors' knowledge, there are almost no studies on the effect of the different flapping trajectories on the flight aerodynamics, which is the objective of the present paper.
The insect flight aerodynamics is a complicated unsteady far field boundary external flow problem. The direct three-dimensional simulation is a challenging task [18, 19] . A practical method is to simplify the three-dimensional problem as a two-dimensional one. Even though the two-dimensional simulation is unable to consider the three-dimensional effect, it saves the computational time and excludes too many parameter effects. The present paper is a two-dimensional one.
Description of the numerical model
Dragonfly has perfect maneuver and stable flight characteristics. Its wing flapping frequency is lower than those of other insects, but may be close to that of micro air vehicles. Thus the CFD modeling of the dragonfly flight aerodynamics can serve as the guideline for the designs of the micro air vehicles (MAVs). Fig. 1 shows a pair of fore wings of the dragonfly. The dragonfly performs the hybrid motions: upstroke and downstroke flapping motions against its body axis and the rotation motion against the airfoil axis such as o 1 o 2 , i.e. changing the wing attack angles frequently. During the upstroke and downstroke motion, the two wings wiggle back and forth at a specific frequency and deviate from the Θ plane periodically. In order to simplify the computation, the three-dimensional effect is neglected due to the large wingspan to the chord ratio. We only consider the two-dimensional flight aerodynamics of the cross section in the wingspan direction, i.e. the slice chord plane (m 1 m 2 plane). Strictly speaking, the wing cross section flapping plane, the m 1 m 2 plane, is an arc plane with the arc center located on the wing root. For the two-dimensional computation, consider the wing motion maintained in the XOY plane with OX as the horizontal direction and OY as the vertical direction. Fig. 2 shows the wing motion focused in the XOY plane in Fig.1 . We assume that the wing cross section has the ellipse shape. The wing chord has the length two times that of the long axis of the ellipse with a thickness two times that of the short axis of the ellipse. A local coordinate xoy is established with the origin point located at the center of the wing stroke trajecto- ries. The x axis is in the stroke plane (Θ plane) and the y axis is perpendicular to the stroke plane Θ . For the two-dimensional computation, the wing motion consists of the translational motion along the base point and the rotation motion against the base point. The base point is in the wing rotation axis and set as the ellipse center with a distance of 0.5c from the leading edge of the wing. The wing motion along the x axis represents the three-dimensional upstroke and downstroke flapping. The wing motion along the y axis represents the horizontal deviation motion. The wing attack angle variation corresponds to the rotation motion. For the two-dimensional computation, the wing upstroke and downstroke flapping including the horizontal deviation motion are considered as translational motion. The variation of the wing attack angles is considered as the rotation motion. In order to consider the effect of different flapping trajectories on the flight aerodynamics, the horizontal deviation motion function is introduced in the present paper, 
The dragonfly flight parameters are set at c=1 cm, A 0 =2.5 cm, f 0 =40 Hz, β=π/3 for the ellipse wing based on refs. [9, 20, 21] . Besides, the wing thickness to chord ratio is normally set at h/c=0.05.
